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With over 25 years experience, we really are the solid surface washroom experts. So whether it’s a commercial, education or leisure project that 
you are working on, we can supply you with the very best solid surface solutions. Fabricating in-house means that we keep complete control of the 
manufacturing process from start to finish, ensuring we bring you the highest quality solid surface washroom products. 

About us

How we can help
• Our friendly and experienced team are 

always on hand to help talk you through the 
most suitable products for your project

• We can help with any technical questions, 
write a bespoke NBS specification and offer 
a variety of brassware solutions - including 
pre-plumbed options that can help reduce 
installation time on site

• We can provide you with profile drawings, 
data sheets and CAD blocks for all our wash 
trough and vanity unit options

• Once you have placed your order with us, 
our Customer Service team will liaise with 
you to ensure that our delivery ties in with 
the rest of your project. They will also supply 
you with all installation and maintenance 
documentation

Peace of mind
• We are so confident in our solid surface 

products, that we offer a 5 year guarantee 
on all of our wash troughs and vanities

• We also only work with partners whose 
products exceed our expectations, that’s why 
we have carefully selected our associated 
item partners – working with SanCeram, 
Armitage Shanks, Methven and KWC DVS for 
our Taps, Wastes and Traps

View our full range online here.

VT3 – Vanity Top for Inset and Countertop Basin, with Upstand

https://thewvc.co.uk/products
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Features
• Solid surface is made from natural minerals 

that are combined with acrylic resins, this 
creates a low maintenance, non-porous 
material with excellent impact and thermal 
shock resistance

• Custom made to any length to meet your 
specific project requirements, our wash 
troughs have a maximum single length of 
3000mm (multiple wash troughs can be 
joined on site if desired)

Profiles
• We have a selection of profiles available, 

including a number that have a    
thermoformed trough body giving a curved 
appearance with a reduction in joints and 
increased hygiene

• All our profiles are available with and 
without tap decks depending on your project 
requirements

• We have sloping and flat bottomed wash 
troughs perfect for commercial washrooms 

• Our slim flat bottomed wash troughs are 
ideal for school washrooms and comply 
with the School Output Specification for 
Sanitaryware published by the Department 
for Education

View our Wash Trough range online here. 

Fabricated from solid surface, our stylish and hard-wearing Solid Surface Wash Troughs are smooth, seamless and easy to clean and will stand the test 
of time even in the most demanding environments. With 8 profiles to choose from, each wash trough is made to order in a choice of 22 colours, so 
you can bring a real sense of luxury and practicality to your washroom project. 

Products | Solid Surface Wash Troughs

WT3 Slim – Flat Bottomed Thermoformed Wash Trough with Tap Deck

WT1 – Sloping Thermoformed Wash 
Trough with Tap Deck WT3 – Flat Bottomed Thermoformed Wash Trough with Tap Deck

https://thewvc.co.uk/products/wash-troughs
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Features
• A 12mm unique blend of natural minerals 

that are combined with acrylic resin provides 
impact and thermal shock resistance, 
resulting in a hardwearing and durable solid 
surface vanity unit

• Our vanity units are custom made to any 
length, with a maximum single length of 
3000mm. If a longer vanity length is required 
then multiple vanities can be supplied and 
joined on site 

Profiles
• We have both semi-recessed and inset 

basin profiles, with and without upstands 
depending on the washroom project 
requirements

• We also have a baby change profile ideal for 
public washrooms 

• We can install solid surface integrated wash 
basins into fully inset vanity tops and baby 
change units if required

• For those projects that require something a 
little different, we also offer Bespoke Solid 
Surface Solutions

View our Vanity Unit range online here. 

Our made to measure Solid Surface Vanity Units offer a stylish and seamless vanity top for when traditional basins are required on a washroom 
project. Available in a wide selection of 22 colours, the low maintenance, non-porous solid surface material is perfectly suited to any commercial, 
education or leisure washroom and will still look good in years to come. 

Products | Solid Surface Vanity Units

VT4 – Vanity Top for Inset Hand Wash Basin, without Upstand

BC1 – Baby Change Top with 
Front and Rear Upstands VT1 – Vanity Top for Semi-recessed Hand Wash Basin, with Upstand

https://thewvc.co.uk/products/solid-surface-vanity-units
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Features
• Solid surface is made from natural minerals 

that are combined with acrylic resins, 
creating a low maintenance, non-porous 
material with excellent impact and thermal 
shock resistance

• Our modern Superloo vanity units with 
integrated wash troughs offer a hygienic, 
private, all-in-one washroom solution

• Ideal for commercial, leisure, hospitality and 
any other sector looking to create a more 
inclusive washroom environment

• Superloos help minimise the spread of germs 
and bacteria, even more so when paired 
with sensor technology to help reduce touch 
points within the washroom area

• Design flexibility allows for taps and bin 
chutes (if required) to be located as per your 
specification 

• Our sleek, space saving Superloo vanities are 
ideally suited to compact Superloo designs

• If a different profile is required we also offer 
Bespoke Solid Surface Solutions 

Colours
• Choose from our 12 standard colours and 10 

premium colours with terrazzo and marble 
effects

View our Superloo Vanity Unit online here. 

Fabricated from solid surface, our Solid Surface Superloo Vanity Units are stylish, seamless and hygienic. Allowing for increased privacy and hygiene, 
Superloos are becoming increasingly popular and are an ideal solution for gender neutral washrooms and for where space does not allow for separate 
male and female cubicles. 

Products | Solid Surface Superloo Vanity Units

Solid Surface Superloo Vanity Top with Intergrated Wash Trough

Solid Surface Superloo Vanity Top 
with Intergrated Wash Trough Solid Surface Superloo Vanity Top with Intergrated Wash Trough

https://thewvc.co.uk/products/solid-surface-superloo-vanity-units
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How we can help
• One of the many benefits of having in-house 

fabricators, is that we have complete control 
over the fabrication process - enabling us to 
deliver virtually any solid surface washroom 
solution

• It might be that your specification requires 
specific colours, a different profile, or one of 
our standard profiles is needed in a particular 
colour from a certain solid surface supplier

• It could be that a non-standard basin needs 
to be allowed for, or that you need bin chutes 
and tissue dispensers incorporated into the 
wash trough design

• We have an experienced technical team 
that will be able to offer their advice and 
guidance around your specification and 
what is commercially viable for the size of 
the project that you are working on

• In short, if the bespoke design can be 
technically achieved using solid surface, then 
we can produce it for you

View our Bespoke Solid Surface Solutions 
online here. 

When projects call for something a little different, that is when our Bespoke Solid Surface Solutions come in to play. With our in-house solid surface 
fabricators, we are pleased to say that we are able to make virtually any bespoke wash trough and vanity top, in any design, using any solid surface 
material commercially available in the UK.

Products | Bespoke Solid Surface Solutions

Bespoke Solid Surface Solution

Bespoke Solid Surface Solution Bespoke Solid Surface Solution

https://thewvc.co.uk/products/bespoke-solid-surface-solutions
https://thewvc.co.uk/products/bespoke-solid-surface-solutions
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Why choose our Premium range
• Our Premium range of solid surface colours 

are an ideal alternative to marble, granite 
and quartz and have been designed with 
these materials in mind. Not only are they 
more cost effective, but they have a whole 
other set of credentials...

Seamless in design
• Solid Surface allows for a seamless 

installation without visible joins. Not only 
does this create a sleek and continuous look 
that can be difficult to achieve with natural 
stone or quartz, but it also allows for design 
flexibility when working with larger spaces 

Thermoforming
• The unique properties of solid surface enable 

it to be thermoformed into a new, two or 
three-dimensional shape. By thermoforming 
our wash trough bodies from a single piece 
of solid surface, we are able to produce 
seamless, smooth, curved wash troughs 
without hard edges that can create dirt traps 
offering additional hygiene benefits

Non-porous
• The non-porous nature of our solid surface 

wash troughs and vanities makes them 
resistant to stains and less likely to harbour 
bacteria compared to some natural stones 
that may require sealing

We know that certain projects will require a more luxurious finish and for this we are pleased to be able to offer our Premium range of solid surface 
colours. Our Premium range offers 10 stunning finishes including those that mirror marble and terrazzo, in a colour pallet ranging from the subtle 
Blanc Veined to the timeless Noir Terrazzo. 

Products | Premium Colours

WT1 – Sloping Thermoformed Wash Trough with Tap Deck, in Volcanic Storm

WT3 – Flat Bottomed Thermoformed Wash 
Trough with Tap Deck, in Blanc Marble VT3 – Vanity Top for Inset and Countertop Basin with Upstand, in Carbon Storm
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Repairability
• Although solid surface is renowned for being 

durable and hardwearing, general wear 
and tear will naturally build up over time. 
However, an advantage of solid surface is 
that it can be repolished and restored to its 
original satin finish, which will remove any 
scratches that have accumulated over the 
years

Consistency in appearance
• Our solid surface products offer consistency 

in colour and pattern throughout the entire 
surface. Natural stones like granite can have 
variations in colour and pattern, which may 
or may not be desirable depending on design 
preferences

Easy maintenance
• As it is seamless and non-porous, solid 

surface is a relatively low-maintenance 
material. Whilst regular cleaning is always 
recommended to ensure it is kept looking 
fresh and for optimum hygiene, the smooth 
finish means cleaning is straight forward and 
there are no open joins where dirt could 
get lodged. It also does not require sealing, 
unlike some natural stones that may require 
periodic sealing to maintain their appearance 
and durability

Lightweight
• Solid surface materials are typically lighter 

than natural stone, making them easier 
to install and transport. This can be an 
important consideration for certain projects  

Our Premium range of solid surface colours are an ideal and cost effective alternative to marble, granite and quartz and have been designed with 
these materials in mind. Our Wash Troughs, Vanities and Superloos can be specified in any of these colours and will truly add the wow factor to your 
washroom project. 

Products | Premium Colours

WT6 – Sloping Wash Trough with Concealed Waste without Tap Deck, in Dust Storm
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Vanity Underframes
• Our MFC underframe with HPL panels are 

ideal for dry environments and where budget 
is key

• Whilst our SGL underframe and panels are 
suitable for more demanding environments, 
both wet and dry as they are totally 
impervious to water

• Both are available in our 34 laminate finishes, 
so the design possibilities are endless

• For the more luxurious project, also suitable 
for wet and dry environments, our Solid 
Surface underframe and panels can be 
specified

• Here you can choose your panels from our 
12 standard solid surface colours as well as 
our 10 premium colours

Cantilver Brackets
• For a modern, floating appearance  Cantilever 

Brackets can be used to support your wash 
trough or vanity unit

• Manufactured from ultra-strong steel and 
powder coated in light grey, they have been 
designed to withstand the large load of both 
wash troughs and vanity units

View our Vanity Underframes and Cantilver 
Brackets online here. 

Our Solid Surface Wash Troughs, Vanity Units and Superloo Vanity Units can either be supplied with our Vanity Underframes or with Cantilever 
Brackets depending on your project requirements. Our Vanity Underframes offer the benefit of easy access IPS panels that can be supplied in either 
solid surface or laminate. While our Cantilever Brackets offer a modern, minimalist finish to the washroom area. 

Products | Vanity Underframes and Cantilever Brackets

VT4 – Vanity Top for Inset Hand Wash Basin, without Upstand on Cantilever Brackets

WT2 – Sloping Thermoformed 
Wash Trough without Tap Deck 
on Cantilever Brackets VT1 – Vanity Top for Semi-recessed Hand Wash Basin, with Upstand on a Vanity Underframe

https://thewvc.co.uk/products/brackets-and-underframes
https://thewvc.co.uk/products/brackets-and-underframes
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Taps, Wastes and Traps
• We have a range of sensor, lever and press 

action taps from market leaders SanCeram, 
Armitage Shanks, Methven and KWC DVS 

• As well as brassware, we can also supply the 
appropriate Wastes, Traps and Valves for all 
of our vanities and wash troughs

• All of which can be pre-plumbed in our 
factory during the manufacturing process 
(except wall mounted taps which are a site 
install item), this is a great way to free up 
resource and reduce installation time on site

Washroom Accessories
• Whether you need soap dispensers, paper 

towel dispensers or hand dryers we can 
supply them all

• We also offer our own Solid Surface 
Maintenance Kit that contains everything 
needed to keep your solid surface products 
in peak condition

If you can’t find what you are looking for then 
just drop our team an email and they will be 
happy to try and help you. 

View our Taps, Wastes and Traps online here 
and our Accessories here. 

We have a selection of Taps, Wastes and Traps that can be specified alongside our Solid Surface products. We have deck mounted and wall mounted 
taps, depending on the trough or vanity profile you have selected. We also have a range of washroom accessories that will add the finishing touches 
to your washroom project. 

Products | Taps, Wastes, Traps and Accessories

SanCeram Deck Mounted  Sensor Tap (Battery Powered) SCBW119

Modern Deck Mounted Liquid Soap 
Dispenser in Polished Chrome 0302532

Push Action Liquid Soap Dispenser in 
Plastic 0302540

Solid Surface Maintenace Kit
SSMK1

https://thewvc.co.uk/products/taps-wastes-traps
https://thewvc.co.uk/products/accessories
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Profiles | Wash Troughs

WT1 – Sloping Thermoformed 
Wash Trough with Tap Deck

WT2 – Sloping Thermoformed 
Wash Trough without Tap 
Deck

WT3 – Flat Bottomed 
Thermoformed Wash Trough 
with Tap Deck

WT4 – Flat Bottomed 
Thermoformed Wash 
Trough without Tap Deck

WT3 Slim – Flat Bottomed 
Thermoformed Wash Trough 
with Tap Deck

WT4 Slim – Flat Bottomed 
Thermoformed Wash Trough 
without Tap Deck

WT5 – Sloping Wash Trough 
with Concealed Waste and 
Tap Deck 

WT6 – Sloping Wash Trough 
with Concealed Waste 
without Tap Deck 

WT5 – Sloping Wash Trough with Concealed Waste and Tap Deck
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Profiles | Vanity Units, Baby Change and Superloo Vanity

VT1 – Vanity Top for 
Semi-recessed Hand Wash 
Basin, with Upstand

VT2 – Vanity Top for 
Semi-recessed Hand Wash 
Basin, without Upstand

VT3 – Vanity Top for Inset 
Hand Wash Basin, with 
Upstand

BC1 – Baby Change Top with 
Front and Rear Upstands

VT4 – Vanity Top for Inset 
Hand Wash Basin, without 
Upstand

Superloo – Solid Surface Superloo Vanity Top with Integrated Wash Trough 

VT1 – Vanity Top for  Semi-recessed Hand Wash Basin, with Upstand 
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We have 12 standard colours within the range, from the bright and bold 
Yellow Sand to the classic and neutral Hailstone White, all of which are at 
the same price point. 

Colours | Standard Solid Surface

Everest White 
WVC153

Hailstone White 
WVC154

Quartz Grey 
WVC332

Lunar Sky 
WVC157

Clay Grey 
WVC380

Concrete Grey 
WVC379

Pebble Grey 
WVC333

Flint Grey 
WVC331

Thunder Sky 
WVC159

Basalt Sky 
WVC162

Yellow Sand 
WVC335

Apple Green 
WVC 334

Everest White VT4 Vanity top, with Cloud Grey SGL Vanity Underframe and Panels 
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We have 10 Premium colours available with terrazzo and marble effects 
for those projects that require a more luxurious finish. You can choose 
from the classic Blanc Marble to the bold Galaxy Storm.

Colours | Premium Solid Surface

Blanc Veined
WVC392

Blanc Marble
WVC394

Moon Storm
WVC397

Carbon Storm
WVC395

Dust Storm
WVC391

Galaxy Storm
WVC390

Volcanic Storm
WVC393

Sand Storm
WVC396

Blanc Terrazzo
WVC398

Noir Terrazzo
WVC399 

WT1 – Sloping Thermoformed Wash Trough with Tap Deck, in Galaxy Storm
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Our Vanity Underframes and IPS Panels are available in our 34 laminate finishes. From the bright and bold Orange Spice to the timeless Natural 
Walnut, there are endless design opportunities. 

Colours | Laminate 

Chilli Red
WVC324

Orange Spice
WVC370

Golden Yellow
WVC366

Canary Yellow
WVC365

Lime Green
WVC354

Clover Green
WVC378

Olive Green
WVC367

Summer Meadow
WVC368

Sea Green
WVC360

Crystal Blue
WVC361

Denim Blue
WVC359

Pacific Blue
WVC353

Blue Lagoon
WVC371

Teal Green
WVC377

Midnight Blue
WVC356

Deep Plum
WVC364

Heather Mist
WVC348

Rose Blush
WVC376

Porcelain White 
WVC352

Oyster White 
WVC369

Cloud Grey 
WVC351

Shadow Grey
WVC350

Gunmetal Grey
WVC349

Intense Black
WVC337

Steel Grey 
WVC319

Hessian White
WVC363

Hessian Grey
WVC362

Vintage Oak
WVC372

Woodland Grey
WVC358

Ash Black
WVC374

Natural Wenge
WVC376

Natural Walnut
WVC355

Natural Oak 
WVC357

White Oak
WVC375
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Why work with us

We have over 25 
years experience, 
so we really are 
the solid surface 

experts.

Fabricating 
in-house ensures 
that we bring you 
the highest quality 

washroom products.

We can help with 
any technical 
questions and 

write bespoke NBS 
specifications.

Our dedicated 
technical team will 
offer support and 
advice throughout 

your project.

Our wash troughs 
and vanity units 

come with a 5 year 
guarantee for peace 

of mind.

With over 25 years experience, we really are the solid surface experts. 
Our friendly and experienced team will provide technical advice, offering 
the most suitable products for you project. 

Bespoke Solid Surface Vanity Unit 

Get in touch today

Speak to our team on Tel: 01536 802505

If you have an enquiry ready to price or would like a specification written
send the details to quotes@thewvc.co.uk


